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The main production process parameters of ultra-low-density fiberboard 
(UDF) were selected by use of response surface methodology, and then 
the properties of UDF were improved by adding a coupling agent. 
Microstructures and chemical bonding in UDF were analyzed by scanning 
electron microscopy and infrared spectroscopy. The results showed that 
the desirable process parameters for UDF production were the amount of 
urea-formaldehyde resin adhesive (18%), the hot pressing temperature 
(170 °C), the hot pressing time (200 s), and the amount of KH560 coupling 
agent added (1%). The main physical and mechanical properties of UDF 
obtained included internal bond strength (0.59 MPa), modulus of rupture 
(19.8 MPa), and 24h thickness swelling (10.0%). These properties 
exceeded the requirements of ISO 16895 (2016).  
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Wood-based panels are widely used in decorations, furniture, vehicles, etc., 

because of multiple characteristics including low production cost, easy processing, and 

dimensional stability. The three main types of wood-based panels are plywood, 

fiberboard, and particleboard. Among these, fiberboard is an important product in the 

wood industry because it utilizes wood feedstock having a broad range of sizes. 

Differences in density allow fiberboards to be used for many different applications. 

Among them, medium density fiberboard (MDF) and high density fiberboard (HDF) 

were the most widely studied types of boards. Researchers have used response surface 

methodology to statistically analyze the effects of various hygrothermal post-

manufacturing treatments on the physical and mechanical properties of medium-density 

and high-density fiberboards; it was concluded that this approach can significantly reduce 

the thickness expansion of the board (Imtiaz et al. 2015). In addition, the effects of resin 

type, resin content, water content and three fiber lengths of kenaf on the physical and 

mechanical properties of MDF were also studied (Imtiaz et al. 2014a,b). However, many 

applications of MDF and HDF products have excess performance, resulting in a waste of 

resources. Therefore, it is necessary to develop a low-density fiberboard that can meet the 

requirements of its desired application (Kawasaki and Kawai 2006; Monteiro et al. 2018).   

According to ISO 16895 (2016), fiberboards with a density range of 550 kg·m-3 to 

650 kg·m-3 or less than 550 kg·m-3 are classified as low-density fiberboard (LDF) and 
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ultra-low-density fiberboard (UDF), respectively. UDF has rapidly developed in recent 

years because of its light weight, low density, and porous structure. It is mainly used for 

non-structural applications, such as sound insulation and thermal insulation (Doosthoseini 

et al. 2010; Niu et al. 2014; Cai et al. 2016). During the preparation of UDF, there are 

many advantages when compared with traditional HDF or MDF: (i) more than one third 

of raw materials can be saved at the same thickness, (ii) manpower and material 

resources can be saved during processing, production, and transportation, and (iii) the 

absolute amount of formaldehyde released can be reduced to increase safety for the user 

and the environment. Traditional UDF is mainly prepared via the wet method, which has 

a complicated operation and produces serious pollution. Although the density is low, the 

product is more suitable for packaging materials. For example, the liquid foaming method 

(Xie et al. 2011) was used to manufacture UDF in 2011, and the results showed that 

when the density of the fiberboard was 56.3 kg.m-3, the internal bond strength was 0.15 

MPa, the modulus of rupture was 0.70 MPa, the modulus of elasticity was 8.91 MPa, and 

the compressive strength at 10% deformation was 0.17 MPa. The thickness swelling after 

24 hours of water immersion (TS) was 0.57%. In addition, researchers have improved the 

performance of the board by adding other materials. Chen et al. studied the effect of 

different proportions of Si-Al compounds on the microstructure and the mechanical 

properties of ultra-low density fiberboard (UDF). The results showed that when the Si-Al 

molar ratio was 2:1, the elastic modulus, rupture of modulus, and internal bond strength 

of UDF were as high as 20.78, 0.17, and 0.025 MPa, respectively (Chen et al. 2016b). 

For the dry preparation of UDF there are few reports in the literature. 

Researchers have studied the hot pressing process of UDF with the single factor 

test (Niu et al. 2018) and the orthogonal test (Yang et al. 2014). However, fewer scholars 

have studied the influence of process parameters on the mechanical properties of UDF by 

response surface methodology. The objectives of this study are to manufacture ultra-low-

density fiberboard via the response surface method and study the effects of various 

factors on the mechanical properties of these boards, and on this basis further improve the 

physical and mechanical properties of the board by modifying the adhesive with different 

proportions of the coupling agent KH560. 

 

 

EXPERIMENTAL 
 
Materials 

Wood fiber was supplied by Furen Group Corporation Co., Ltd. (Fujian, China). 

The detailed fiber dimensions were approximately 0.8 to 1.2 mm in length and 28 to 30 

μm in width. All the fibers were dried to a moisture content of 3.0 to 3.5% and reserved 

in a sealed plastic container to be used for manufacturing UDF. Urea-formaldehyde resin 

adhesive (UF) with a solids content of 53% was supplied by Furen Group Corporation 

Co., Ltd. (Fujian, China). Paraffin wax was supplied by Furen Group Corporation Co, 

Ltd. (Fujian, China). The silane coupling agent KH560, with an active ingredient content 

of 97%, was purchased from Jiangsu Chenguang Coupling Co., Ltd. (Jiangsu, China). 

Chemical grade NH4Cl with an active ingredient content of no less than 99.5% was 

purchased from Tianjin Zhiyuan Chemical Reagent Co., Ltd. (Tianjin, China).  
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Methods 
Ultra-low-density fiberboard (UDF) preparation 

The fiber was placed into a container and stirred continuously. The UF adhesives, 

paraffin wax (1% of dried fiber), and NH4Cl (1% of dried adhesive) were sequentially 

sprayed into the container and stirred for 5 min. Then the mixture was transferred into a 

mold for pre-pressing for 5 min to form a mat (350 mm × 350 mm in size). Finally, the 

mat was hot-pressed in a hot-pressing machine (Dongguan Kesheng Industrial Co., Ltd., 

Guangdong, China) to obtain UDF with constant thickness. The above procedure was 

repeated to produce UDF with different parameters (including the amount of UF, hot 

pressing time and hot pressing temperature) according to a response surface methodology 

experimental design with a target bulk density of about 510 kg·m-3. One-factor pre-

experiment was conducted before designing the response surface scheme, and it was 

concluded that the hot pressing pressure had little effect on UDF, and the hot pressing 

temperature, hot pressing time and UF addition had a great influence on the performance 

of UDF. 

Based on the desirable conditions of the response surface methodology, the 

adhesives were physically modified by adding different proportions (0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 

1.0, and 1.2% of the adhesive) of KH560 to further explore the performance changes of 

ultra-low-density fiberboard. The specific method was to physically mix the coupling 

agent KH560 and the UF and then spray it evenly on the surface of the fiber. 

 

Properties evaluation  

Prior to the evaluation, the specimens were stored in a conditioning chamber until 

constant weight was achieved. Modulus of rupture (MOR), internal bond strength (IB) 

and thickness swelling after 24 hours of water immersion (TS) were tested in accordance 

with ISO 16895 (2016). The size of specimens for the testing of MOR, IB, and TS were 

250 × 50 × 10 mm, 50×50×10 mm, and 50×50×10 mm (L×W×H), respectively. A testing 

machine (MTS, Shenzhen, China) with a crosshead speed of 5 mm/min was used to test 

the MOR and IB. The specimens were soaked into a room temperature (25 °C) water bath 

for 24 h to test the TS. The results are presented as the mean of six replicates (Bao et al. 

2014; Fernandes et al. 2011). 

 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) analysis 

The fiber was characterized by use of a scanning electron microscope (Nova 

NanoSEM 230; FEI Company, Tokyo, Japan) to analyze its changes in morphology after 

different treatments. A small amount of dry wood fiber was treated with a vacuum 

applicator to coat the surface of the sample with gold (Zeng et al. 2018). The sample was 

then placed on a stage for observation. 

 

Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy analysis 

The sample (0.001 g) was uniformly mixed with 0.100 g of KBr, and the chemical 

bonds of the KH560, UDF, and UDF-KH (UDF prepared by adding KH560 to the UF 

adhesive) were analyzed by FTIR spectroscopy (American Thermoelectric Corporation, 

Nicolet 380 FTIR, USA) (Bledzki et al. 2010; Chen et al. 2015). 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
Properties of UDF Analysis 

UDFs were prepared according to the different parameter combinations, and then 

the MOR, IB, and TS were evaluated. The results are shown in Table 1. 
 

Table 1. Mechanical and Physical Properties the UDFs 

 
Test 

Number 

(A) 
UF (%) 

 (B) 
Temperature (° C) 

(C) 
time(s) 

 
MOR 
(MPa) 

 
IB  

(MPa) 

 
TS  
(%) 

1 16 180 250 14.4 0.51 12.89 

2 16 180 250 14.5 0.50 13.17 

3 16 170 200 14.4 0.36 13.21 

4 16 190 300 13.8 0.37 14.35 

5 16 170 300 14.2 0.49 13.51 

6 16 180 250 13.7 0.47 13.16 

7 14 180 200 12.6 0.42 15.58 

8 14 180 300 13.2 0.47 13.88 

9 14 170 250 11.7 0.37 14.14 

10 16 190 200 13.7 0.47 13.25 

11 18 180 200 14.8 0.54 12.46 

12 16 180 250 13.8 0.39 14.28 

13 16 180 250 13.9 0.41 13.22 

14 18 190 250 13.8 0.47 12.85 

15 18 180 300 13.2 0.47 13.12 

16 18 170 250 14.6 0.59 12.15 

17 14 190 250 13.1 0.42 14.65 

 

Design Expert software (Stat-Ease, Inc., Minneapolis, Minnesota) was selected to 

analyze the coefficients of the parameter variables for the response surface methodology. 

A quadratic model was used and the following second-order polynomial equations for 

MOR, IB, and TS were obtained as shown below, 

MOR = 14.04 + 0.73 × A - 0.045 × B - 0.14 × C - 0.54 × A × B –  

0.58 × A × C + 0.099 × B × C - 0.65 × A2 - 0.077 × B2 + 0.054 × C2 (1) 
 

IB = 0.45 + 0.049 × A - 0.012 × B + 0.0009 × C - 0.040 × A × B –  

0.030 × A × C - 0.059 × B × C      (2) 
 

TS = 6.19 - 0.13 × A + 0.048 × B - 0.10 × C      (3) 

where the symbols A, B, and C represent the UF adhesive usage (%), the hot pressing 

temperature (° C), and the hot pressing time (s), respectively. From Eq. 1, the relative 

effect of each factor on the MOR was A＞A2＞AC＞AB＞C＞BC＞B2＞C2＞B. From 

Eq. 2, the relative effect of each factor on the intensity of static bending was BC＞A＞

AB＞AC＞B＞C. From Eq. 3 it can be concluded that the relative effect of each factor 

on the 24 h water absorption thickness expansion was A＞C＞B. The variance analyses 

of MOR, IB, and TS carried out by the Design Expert software are displayed in Table 3, 

Table 4, and Table 5, respectively.  
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Table 2 shows that the p-value of the model was 0.0197, which is less than 0.05, 

indicating that the model was significant, the fitting accuracy was good, and the response 

surface approximation model can be used to choose desirable conditions. Among the 

effects listed, the p-value for A was 0.002, which is less than 0.01, indicating that the 

amount of UF had a significant effect on the MOR. The p-values for AB AC and A2 were 

0.0399, 0.0312, and 0.0171, respectively. These were all less than 0.05, indicating that 

the interaction of the amount of UF and hot pressing temperature, the interaction of the 

amount of UF and hot pressing time, and the square of the amount of UF had significant 

effects on the MOR. The results of the variance analysis of the regression equations show 

the lack of fit had a p-value of 0.3296＞0.05, which indicates that the equation fit well to 

the test results with small error. Therefore, the regression equation can be used to 

determine the desirable process conditions. 

 

Table 2. Analysis of Variance of MOR 

Source 
Sum of 
Squares 

Degrees of 
Freedom 

(DF) 

Mean 
Square 

F 
Value 

P-value 

Prob＞F 
 

Model 8.8172 9 0.9797 5.2718 0.0197 Significant 

A 4.2249 1 4.2249 22.7347 0.0020  

B 0.0165 1 0.0165 0.0887 0.7745  

C 0.1675 1 0.1675 0.9012 0.3741  

AB 1.1792 1 1.1792 6.3456 0.0399  

AC 1.3424 1 1.3424 7.2237 0.0312  

BC 0.0391 1 0.0391 0.2104 0.6604  

A2 1.7946 1 1.7946 9.6569 0.0171  

B2 0.0248 1 0.0248 0.1337 0.7254  

C2 0.0125 1 0.0125 0.0672 0.8029  

Residual 1.3008 7 0.1858    

Lack of Fit 0.7022 3 0.2341 1.5639 0.3296 Not Significant 

Pure Error 0.5986 4 0.1497    

Corrected 
Total 

10.1180 19     

Note: Prob＞F is the probability of no significant influence. A value less than 0.05, is significant. 

 

Table 3 shows that the model p-value was 0.0431, which is less than 0.05, 

indicating that the model is significant and the fitting accuracy is good. Among the 

effects listed the p-value for A was 0.0143, which is less than 0.05, indicating that the 

amount of UF had a significant effect on the IB. The p-value for BC is 0.0294＜0.05, 

indicating that the interaction between hot press time and hot press temperature had a 

significant effect on the IB. From the results of the variance analysis of the regression 

equations, it can be seen that the lack of fit had a p-value of 0.7396, which is greater than 

0.05, which indicates that the error between the equation and the test results was not 

significant, so the fitting of IB was very good.  
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Table 3. Analysis of Variance of IB 

Source Sum of 
Squares 

DF Mean 
Square 

F 
Value 

P-value 

Prob＞F 

 

Model 0.0438 6 0.0073 3.3914 0.0431 Significant 

A 0.0189 1 0.0189 8.7603 0.0143  

B 0.0011 1 0.0011 0.4934 0.4984  

C 0.0000 1 0.0000 0.0030 0.9573  

AB 0.0065 1 0.0065 3.0101 0.1134  

AC 0.0035 1 0.0035 1.6374 0.2296  

BC 0.0139 1 0.0139 6.4439 0.0294  

Residual 0.0215 10 0.0022    

Lack of Fit 0.0100 6 0.0017 0.5770 0.7396 Not Significant 

Pure Error 0.0115 4 0.0029    

Corrected 
Total 

0.0654 16     

 

Table 4 shows that the p-value of the model was 0.0019, which is less than 0.05, 

indicating that the model was significant and the fitting accuracy was good. The response 

surface approximation model can be used to choose desirable conditions. Among the 

effects listed, the p-value for A was 0.0003, which is less than 0.01, indicating that the 

amount of UF had a significant effect on the 24 h water absorption thickness expansion. 

The variance analysis of the regression equations show that the missing term of the 

equation had a p-value of 0.5269, which indicates that the error between the equation and 

the test results was not significant, so the fitting of TS was very good. 

 

Table 4. Analysis of Variance of TS 

Source Sum of 
Squares 

DF Mean 
Square 

F 
Value 

P-value 

Prob＞F 

 

Model 7.9050 3 2.6350 8.7830 0.0019 Significant 

A 7.3489 1 7.3489 24.4953 0.0003  

B 0.5403 1 0.5403 1.8008 0.2026  

C 0.0159 1 0.0159 0.0529 0.8216  

Residual 3.9002 13 0.3000    

Lack of Fit 2.7320 9 0.3036 1.0395 0.5269 Not Significant 

Pure Error 1.1681 4 0.2920    

Corrected 
Total 

11.8052 16    
 

 

Desirable conditions of the Preparation Process of Fiberboard 
The preparation process of fiberboard was selected using the Design Expert 

software. The desirable condition was as follows: the amount of resin binder was 18%, 

the hot pressing time was 200 s, and the hot pressing temperature was 170 °C. In order to 

prove the reliability of results from the Design Expert software, it is necessary to repeat 

the test with the desirable process conditions, the results are given in Fig. 1. 

Figure 1 shows that the predicted values of IB, MOR, and TS were 0.52 MPa, 

15.5 MPa, and 12.3%, respectively. The actual measured values were 0.57 MPa for IB, 

15.7 MPa for MOR, and 13.2% for TS. Compared with the predictive values, the IB and 

MOR were increased by 9.6% and 1.3%, respectively. This indicates that the Box-

Behnken design scheme is reliable for the selection of desirable conditions for UDF 

production. 
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Fig. 1. Predicted and actual values of mechanical properties 

 

UDF Properties Improvement 
The properties of the UDF prepared via the desirable conditions could not meet 

the requirements of ISO 16895 (2016). To further improve the properties of UDF, the 

interface of UF adhesive and fiber was modified by the coupling agent KH560. The 

results are given in Fig. 2.  

 

 
 
Fig. 2. Mechanical properties after modification of adhesive  
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As shown in Fig. 2, MOR and IB increased as the amount of KH560 usage 

increased, whereas the reverse occurred for TS. The reason was that the coupling agent 

was added to improve the ductility of the adhesive, so that the IB of the UDF was 

significantly improved, and it was difficult for water to enter the UDF, thereby reducing 

the thickness expansion of the UDF. The increase of MOR could be observed with 1% of 

KH560. A similar tendency was also found in the IB. The MOR, IB, and TS of the UDF 

were 19.8 MPa, 0.59 MPa, and 10.0%, respectively, which met the requirements of ISO 

16895 (2016). 
 
Micromorphology of Fiber 

To investigate the differences in the pure wood fiber, wood fiber with adhesive, 

and wood fiber with coupling agent and adhesive, the SEM results were analyzed (Fig. 

3).  

 

 
 
Fig. 3. Microscopic morphology of fibers by different treatment methods  
 

It can be seen that the surface of the pure wood fiber (A-1 and A-2) was relatively 

smooth, and the angle of the fines of the fiber can be clearly seen to be 10° to 20° from 

the direction of the fiber. After adhesive was added, the surface of the fiber (B-1 and B-2) 

was rough and there was a bright material with an irregular shape. The fines of the fiber 

were not visible, indicating that the adhesive had been uniformly covered onto the surface 

of the fiber and could bond well to improve the IB of the UDF. However, compared to B-
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1 and B-2, the fiber surface of C-1 and C-2 was smoother after the addition of the 

coupling agent. This was because KH560 increased the surface tension of the fiber and 

facilitated the resin to spread on the fiber surface. In addition, KH560 is plastic at the 

interface and can form a flexible deformation layer at the interface; this deformation layer 

has ability to heal automatically when it is damaged, it is beneficial to prevent the 

expansion of the crack on the board surface. It is helpful to improve the bond strength 

between fibers and reduce the thickness expansion of the sample (Ye et al. 2007; Liang et 

al. 2012; Liu et al. 2012). 

 
FTIR Analysis 

To further understand the reaction between cured UF adhesive and fiber, FTIR 

spectroscopy was performed. Figure 4 shows the FTIR spectra of KH560, UDF with 

KH560, and UDF without KH 560. 

 
 
Fig. 4. FTIR spectra of KH560, UDF, and UDF-KH 
 

The FTIR spectra of the coupling agent is represented as KH560, the UDF 

prepared by adding KH560 to the UF adhesive is represented by UDF-KH, and the UDF 

without coupling agent added is represented by UDF. The spectra were shown in Fig. 4. 

It can be seen that the characteristic peak change of O-H at 3400 cm-1 was not obvious, it 

indicated that there were a large number of hydroxyl groups in the fiberboard before and 

after the treatment of the KH560 (Wu et al. 2013). For the unmodified sample, it can be 

seen that the characteristic vibration peak at about 2923 cm-1(C-H) and 1745 cm-1 (C=O) 

were weak. For the modified sample, a new characteristic peak appeared in 2820 cm-1, it 

can be concluded that the generation of saturated C-H. In addition, the C-O-C at 1088 

cm-1 was weakened after the addition of the coupling agent KH560, while the Si-O-Si 

peak at 1046 cm-1 was enhanced (Mai et al. 2017; Zhuang et al. 2018). In conclusion, the 

appearance and enhancement of some characteristic peaks indicated the possibility of a 

grafting reaction of KH560, UF adhesive, and wood fiber during hot pressing which 

improved the properties of UDF (Chen et al.2016(a); You et al. 2017; Rao et al. 2018).  
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CONCLUSIONS 
 

1. The desirable parameters for preparing UDF were achieved with a UF adhesive 

addition of 18%, a hot pressing temperature of 170 °C, and a hot pressing time of 200 

s. The corresponding properties of the UDF were 0.57 MPa, 15.7 MPa, and 13.2% for 

IB, MOR, and TS, respectively. The Box-Behnken design scheme is reliable for the 

selection of desirable conditions for UDF production. 

2. The KH560 used as a coupling agent has an important influence on the properties of 

UDF. When 1% of KH560 was added, the MOR, IB, and TS of the UDF were 19.8 

MPa, 0.59 MPa, and 10.0%, respectively, which met the requirements of ISO 16895 

(2016).  
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